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device requirements, 328
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DistinctDev, 17
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documentation, help, 197
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downloading purchased content from server, 177
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ECO (electronic copyright office), 41
eddit web site, 88
educating about trade secrets, 45
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electronic copyright office (ECO), 41
electronic data and code, control of, 45
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GPS performance, 27
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  patentability of, 48
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identity for company, 268, 351
  professional reputation and, 296
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iFart Mobile app, 13
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   confirming feature not disabled, 167
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when and how to use, 149–57
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   preparing test device, 163–64
in-app sales pitch, 115–20
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InAppPurchaseViewController class, 165
inbound licensing of third-party content, 52–53
independent contractor agreements, 51
index pages, default, 250
Info.plist file, 122
infrastructure for app web site, 246–52
   blogs vs. custom sites, 246
   good domain names, 247
   search engine optimization, 248–51
   tracking site traffic, 251–52
instructional videos, 193–95
integrated demos (for help), 195–96
intellectual property, protecting, 37–59
   in contractor and employee agreements, 50–52
   defining intellectual property, 38
   EULAs (end user license agreements), 54–56, 331
   Apple’s default EULA, 55
licensing of third-party content, 52–53
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   copyrighting, 41–42
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   taking legal action, 56–58
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   building custom interfaces, 80, 83
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introduction (press releases), 350
introductory low price, 365
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   defining differentiator, 29–31, 241
   drawing ideas on paper, 75
   inspired from others’ reviews, 26–29
   patentability of, 48
IP. See intellectual property, protecting
iPhone APIs, using, 322
iPhone app programming resources, 9
iPhone App Store Artwork License Agreement, 256
iPhone browser, compatibility with, 272–79
iPhone Developer Program, 8, 320
iPhone HIG. See Human Interface Guidelines
iPhone news sites, 354
iPhone Simulator, 70. See also provisioning
   building video trailer with, 244
   insufficient for full testing, 188
iPhone wallpapers, designing, 270
iShoot app, 111
iSimulate app, 244
iTunes
   app stores other than, 21
   for competitive research, 18
logging out of, 163
promo codes. See promo codes
iTunes Affiliate Program, 120, 181, 183
iTunes Connect, 8
  adding applications, 324
  configuring in-app purchase, 157–63
  Manage Your In-App Purchases, 159
  requesting promotion codes, 359
  Upload screen, 334
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iVdopia network, 133

JavaScript
  browser detection, 276
  dynamically replacing Flash content, 277
  slideshow of screenshots, 260
joining Apple Developer Connection, 8
journalists, working with, 298–302
  distributing press releases, 353–57
  soliciting reviews, 357–61
jQTouch framework, 197

Keychain Access application, 319
keywords
  app rejections over, 309
  assigning, 308–10, 329
  buying at search engines, 374
  <meta> tags for, 249
  Twitter, 287
  using in app web site, 249
kids’ apps, advertising in, 128
knowledge sharing, 372
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language settings, 337
  In-App Purchase support, 162
  keywords and, 310
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  screenshots and, 318
law, IP. See intellectual property, protecting
lawyers, intellectual property, 43, 49, 58
legal action regarding intellectual property, 56–58
legal agreements, 50–52
legal considerations
  artwork rights, 65
export compliance, 325
IP. See intellectual property, protecting
stealing ideas, 13
trademarking app names, 33
liability, limitations of, 55
licensing
  end user license agreements. See EULAs
inbound third-party content, 52–53
Lieb, David, 15
Light Bike app, 193
link validity, 250
LinkedIn.com, 295
LinkShare affiliate network, 183
Listiti.com service, 289
lists, gaining, 289
lite versions of apps
  App Store restrictions on, 110–11
  challenges with first impression, 62
  developing market share with, 124–26
  getting direct feedback about, 190
  how to make money with, 111–14
  in-app purchase vs., 109
  in-app sales pitch, 115–20
  migrating data to paid versions, 121–24
  monetizing with advertising, 126–36
    choosing an ad network, 129–34
    finding success with, 135–36
  paid version release and, 114
  promoting paid versions with
    in-app cross-promotion, 136–41, 269
  quality control requirements, 120
litigation over intellectual property, 56–58
localized web sites, 252
logging out of iTunes Store, 163
logos, 42–44, 71, 242
long tail, 146
loyalty, 146–49
  customer connection, 369–71

magazines, as source of ideas, 13
MailChimp, 267
MailComposer example project, 97
mailComposerController event, 101
mailing lists about app, 265, 271. See also
  blogging
MajicRank application, 23
Manage Your Applications section (iTunes
  Connect), 324
managing in-app purchase items, 163
managing in-app purchases, 175–81
managing your expectations, 339
manual. See in-app help
market needs, fulfilling, 11–17
    competing with similar apps, 16–17
    enhancing mobile experience, 14–16
    untapped markets, 12–14
market share, developing with free apps, 124–26
marketing
    app as marketing tool, 61–105
        first impressions, 61
        design and. See interface design
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    avoiding one-star reviews
        common pitfalls, 187–91
    in-app help, 191–206
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    choosing app name, 31
        findability of app and, 310
        importance of first impression, 62
        trademark protection, 43
    collecting testimonials, 298–302, 313
    consultants for (third-party), 346
    dedicating time for, 345–47
    elevator pitch, 240, 357
    email marketing solutions, 267
    encouraging recommendations from users, 94–105, 262, 280
        by email, 97–102
        with Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
    increasing awareness of app, 345–75
        connecting with customers, 369–71
        press releases, 347–57
        promotions and giveaways, 362–66
        raising findability. See app discovery
        sales events, 365–66
        soliciting app reviews, 357–61
        sponsorships and product placements, 366–69
        sustaining momentum, 371–75
mobile marketing, 2, 373
    planning for success, 3
    prerelease materials, 242–45, 298
    registering domain name, 34, 247
    social. See social networking,
        encouraging
    web site. See web site for app
    media contact information, in press releases, 351
    media endorsements, 372
    media sites, list of, 354
    Medialets network, 132
    Men’s Health Workouts app, 152
    message boards, posting to, 296
    MessageUI.framework, installing, 98
        <meta> tags for app site, 249
            browser detection, 276
            <viewport> tag, 273
    metadata for app, entering, 325
    microtransactions, 146, 152
    migrating data to paid versions, 121–24
    Mimeo, uploading video trailer to, 260
    minimum price for apps, 162
    mistakes of others, learning from, 27
    MLB.com At Bat Lite app, 113
    Mobclix Mobile Ad Exchange, 132
    Mobclix web site, 22
    mobile experience, enhancing, 14–16
    mobile marketing, 2, 373. See also marketing
        Mobile Safari, compatibility with, 272–79
        mock-up design, 77
        momentum, in App Store, 371–75
        monitoring web site traffic, 251–52
        Monkeys in Space app, 315
        Moon Drop app, 103
        The Moron Test app, 17
        Mover app, 125
        music and audio, 89
        music for video trailer, 245
        My App Sales tool, 343
        MySpace Sales tool, 343
        MySpace.com, 295
name, company, 324
naming your app, 31, 327
    findability of app and, 310
    importance of first impression, 62
    trademark protection considerations, 43
    national intellectual property protection, 40
    NDAs (nondisclosure agreements), 46
    needs in marketplace, fulfilling, 11–17
        competing with similar apps, 16–17
        enhancing mobile experience, 14–16
untapped markets, 12–14
negative reviews of competitor products, 26–29
outside App Store, 28
negotiating inbound licenses, 52
networks for in-app advertising, 129–34
new ideas
differentiator, defining, 29–31, 241
drawing on paper, 75
finding, 12
inspired from others’ reviews, 26–29
patentability of, 48
news, as source of ideas, 13
news coverage, preparing for, 298
news journalists, working with, 298–302
distributing press releases, 353–57
soliciting reviews, 357–61
newsletters (email) about app, 268, 271
niche apps
conversions rates of, 112
press releases for, 356
NimbleBit’s NimbleStore, 138
99-cent minimum price, 162
Nolo Press, 50
Non-consumable type (In-App Purchase items), 161, 175
nondisclosure agreements (NDAs), 46
nonobviousness of idea, patentability and, 48
nonprovisional patent applications, 50
### in press releases, 351

Objective-C programming, resources for, 9
obviousness of idea, patentability and, 48
Ocarina app, 248, 316
OmniGraffle application, 77
on-screen tips, 192
148Apps.biz web site, 25
one-star reviews, avoiding
common pitfalls, 187–91
in-app help, 191–206
HTML documentation, 197–206
instructional videos, 193–95
integrated demos, 195–96
on-screen tips, 192
online presence. See prerelease planning
online press section, app web site, 353
open source licenses, 53
OpenFeint platform, 142
Optime Software, 135, 136, 237
original ideas
differentiator, defining, 29–31, 241
drawing on paper, 75
finding, 12
inspired from others’ reviews, 26–29
patentability of, 48

Paid Applications contracts, 8
paid versions. See free versions of apps; lite versions of apps
Pandora app, 182
paper prototyping, 78
parked-car finder apps, 19
partnerships with other developers, 139
patents, 47–50
patience, need for, 360
pay-per-click advertising, 374
Pending Developer Approval status (In-App Purchase), 163
periodicals, as source of ideas, 13
Pezzillo, Joe, 180
PhoneFinger utility, 244
photographs for icon or logo, 65
Photoshop (Adobe), 66
app mock-ups in, 77
learning to use, 88
PHP
browser detection, 276
dynamically replacing Flash, 278
Pinch Media, 234
piracy
receipt verification to prevent, 179
tracking through analytics, 235
pitch. See sales pitch, crafting
PixelPressIcons web site, 88
planning for success, 3
planning publicity strategy, 360
play parameter (QuickTime), 260
plus (+) symbol, 96
Pocket God app, 147
podcasts, participating in, 373
prelitigation (property rights), 57
premium versions. See free versions of apps; lite versions of apps
prerelease planning, 239–302
collecting press and testimonials, 298–302, 313
crafting elevator pitch, 240, 256, 357
prerelease planning (continued)
finding an audience, 240, 271, 279–98
blogging, 279–81, 293–95
Twitter, 281–90, 293–95
marketing materials, 242–45, 298
web site for app, 245–72
compatibility with Mobile Safari, 272–79
contact information, 268
cross-promotion from, 269
customer support, 191, 268
downloadable extras, 269
elements to include, 252–72
Facebook page, 291
infrastructure for, 246–52
leveraging social media, 262
press, collecting, 298–302, 313
distributing press releases, 353–57
press kits, 298
press releases, 347–57
essential ingredients of, 347–52
how to distribute, 353–57
24/7 press room, 352–53
prestige, 371
price, app
displaying at web site, 257
displaying for in-app purchase, 155
displaying within app, 120
displaying within description, 314
including in press releases, 350
politics of, 304–8
sales events, 365–66
pricing section (press releases), 350
pricing tiers (In-App Purchase items), 161, 336
primary category, App Store, 328
primary language setting, 324
primary screenshot, selecting, 61, 315
print advertising, 374
privacy policy statements, 267
Private Beach pack (Flick Fishing app), 148
Private-I application, 56
product ID (In-App Purchase items), 160, 163
product placement deals, 366–69
product warranty disclaimers, 54
productivity apps
lite vs. premium versions, 113
screenshots for, 317
Productivity category (App Store), 18
professional designer, hiring, 66, 85, 90
professional marketing consultants, 346
professional reputation, 296
profile, Twitter, 284–87
profiles, provisioning. See provisioning
promo codes, 357–61
obtaining, 359
submitting to reviewers, 359
promoting paid versions with free versions, 108–24
App Store restrictions, 110–11
data migration issues, 121–24
developing market share, 124–26
how it’s possible, 111–14
in-app cross-promotion, 136–41, 269
in-app sales pitch, 115–20
lite version vs. in-app purchase, 109
quality control requirements, 120
release timing, 114
soliciting direct feedback, 190
promotions and giveaways, 362–66. See also free versions of apps
prompting users for app reviews, 91–94
soliciting direct feedback, 189
prompting users to recommend apps, 94–105, 262, 280
using in-app email, 97–102
using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
property rights. See intellectual property, protecting
prototyping, 75–80
designing mock-ups, 77
with Interface Builder, 79
paper prototyping, 78
sketching on paper, 75
provisional patent applications, 49
provisioning, 206–20
distribution profile, 320
multiple provisioning profiles, 219–20
wildcard App IDs, about, 216–19
PTO (Patent and Trademark Office), U.S., 43
publicity about app, increasing, 345–75. See also marketing
connecting with customers, 369–71
dedicating time for, 345–47
press releases, 347–57
essential ingredients of, 347–52
how to distribute, 353–57
24/7 press room, 352–53
promotions and giveaways, 362–66
sales events, 365–66
soliciting app reviews, 357–61
sponsorships and product placements, 366–69
sustaining momentum, 371–75
Purchase button (buy button), 115, 257
purchase satisfaction, 187, 370. See also user reviews
Push.IO, 180

quality support, need for, 369–71
Quattro Wireless, 132

rankings of apps, 22–26
rapid protection of intellectual property, 39
Rate This App button, 92
rating apps
  avoiding one-star reviews
    common pitfalls, 187–91
    in-app help, 191–206
  prompting recommendations to others,
    94–105, 262, 280
  using in-app email, 97–102
  using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
  prompting users, 91–94
  getting direct feedback, 189
  when deleting, 28, 91
ratings for app content, 332
Real Racing app, 368
receipts, verifying, 178
recommending your app, prompting users
  for, 94–105, 262, 280
  using in-app email, 97–102
  using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
reference name (In-App Purchase items), 160
registering copyright, 41
registering domain name, 34, 247
registering trademarks, 43
rejection of app by App Store, 63, 65, 188
dealing with, 340
  over keyword selection, 309
  for splash screens, 137
relationships, building
  with customers, 146–49, 369–71
  with journalists, 299, 357–61
release instructions (press releases), 349
remote server, delivering app from, 177
reputation, professionalism of, 296
Request Promotional Codes (iTunes Connect), 359
research
  app identity, building, 35, 72, 254–56
    icons and images for, 85
  app ranking statistics, 22–26
  on App Store categories, 17
  of competition. See competition
  defining your differentiator, 29–31, 241
  domain name registration, 34, 247
  fulfilling a need, 11–17
    competing with similar apps, 16–17
    enhancing mobile experience, 14–16
    untapped markets, 12–14
  keywords for apps, 309
  on naming your app, 31, 43
  primary screenshots, 315
Restrictions section (General Settings), 164
retweet appeal, gaining, 288
reviews of competitor products, 26–29
  outside App Store, 28
reviews, collecting, 298–302, 313
  distributing press releases, 353–57
  soliciting direct feedback, 189
reviews, soliciting, 357–61
rights, property. See intellectual property,
  protecting
Rolando and Rolando 2 apps, 147, 270
Rope’n’Fly app, 362
RSS feeds about app, 265, 280. See also blogging

sales events, 365–66
sales pitch, crafting, 240, 256, 312–14, 357
  for press releases, 350
sales statistics, 341–43
  during advertising campaigns, 374
satisfaction with purchase, 187, 370. See also user reviews
Schlegel, Jon, 135, 137, 237
Schneider, Michael, 37
Scoreloop platform, 142
screen capture software, for video trailer, 244
ScreenFlow utility, 244
screenshots, 243, 315–18
  in app review solicitations, 358
  at app web site, 259
importance of first impression, 62, 315
screenshots (continued)  
for In-App Purchase functionality, 162  
in press releases (don’t), 354  
uploading, 335  
Search-based Keyword Tool (Google), 309  
search engine optimization (SEO), 248–51  
search engines keywords, buying, 374  
search keywords, assigning, 308–10, 329  
searching for apps. See app discovery  
secondary category, App Store, 328  
secrets of business, protecting, 45–47  
selling apps  
affiliates, 181–84  
availability date, setting, 335  
In-App Purchase  
configuring, 157–63  
implementing (coding), 164–75  
managing purchases, 175–81  
perception shift over, 147  
testing, 163–64  
when and how to use, 149–57  
limiting developer liability, 55  
momentum in App Store, 371–75  
patentability and, 49  
sales statistics, 341–43, 374  
server, delivering app from, 177  
share widgets, 263  
sharing knowledge, 372  
shop rights, 51  
showMailComposer function, 101  
shrink-wrap licenses, 53  
signing out of iTunes Store, 163  
Sim Daltonism application, 87  
SimFinger utility, 244  
Simplenote app, 372  
simplifying mobile tasks, 14–16  
simulators  
for color problems, 87  
for icons, 70  
for user interface, 87  
size of app icons, 67, 69  
sketch templates, 76  
sketching ideas, 75  
SKPaymentTransactionObserver class, 171  
SKProductsRequestDelegate class, 166  
SKU number, 329  
slideshow of screenshots, 260  
Smith, David, 141  
social gaming platforms, 142  
social networking, encouraging, 94–105, 262, 279–98  
blogging, 279–81  
Facebook, 290–95  
getting fans, 292  
syncing with blogs, tweets, 293–95  
LinkedIn.com, 295  
MySpace.com, 295  
Twitter, 281–90  
customizing profile, 284–87  
gaining followers, 282  
keywords and hashtags, 287  
lists on, 289  
re tweet appeal, 288  
reusing tweets on Facebook, 293–95  
using in-app email, 97–102  
using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5  
Social Networking category (App Store), 18  
software protection, 46  
soliciting app reviews, 357–61  
materials for, 357–59  
sound and music, 89  
source code, control of, 45  
speed of intellectual property protection, 39  
splash screen, 62  
cross-promotion on, 137  
in-app sales pitch on, 115  
sponsorships, 366–69  
quarantiners on app names, 327  
staging, 243  
Stanza app, 192  
stock audio and music, 89  
stock icons, 88  
Store Kit Framework, to implement In-App  
Purchase, 164–75  
confirming feature not disabled, 167  
fetching in-app purchase items, 168  
providing access to purchased content, 173  
receiving payment status, 172  
requesting a purchase, 171  
restoring paid content, 175  
Streaming Colour Studios, 353, 372  
subdomains for apps, 248  
subject line (press releases), 349  
submission requirements for press releases, 356  
Submit Now (In-App Purchase), 163  
Submit with Binary (In-App Purchase), 163  
submitting app to App Store, 303–43  
application process, 323–40  
dealing with approval, 341–43  
dealing with rejections, 340
expectations management, 339
naming and keywording, 308–12
preparing binary, 318–23
pricing politics, 304–8
rejection. See app rejections
sales pitch in description, 312–14
screenshot selection, 315–18
submitting updates, 338
submitting app updates, 338
subscription (user), monitoring, 154
Subscription type (In-App Purchase items), 161, 175
success, planning for, 3
suing over intellectual property, 56–58
summary line (press releases), 350
summary of app, 328
as sales pitch, 312–14
for press releases, 350
What’s New descriptions, 338
Support Email Address, specifying, 329
Support Site field, 330
Support URL, specifying, 329
sustaining sales momentum, 371–75
SWIFT codes, 8
syncing with cloud services, 121, 180
syndicating blog content, 280
Szeleney, Robert, 362

tangible materials, control of, 45
Tap Tap Tap, 269, 273, 363
Tapbots’s Convertbot app, 81
Tapjoy network, 133
TapMetrics, 235
TapMini, 236, 343
TapWord app, 133
Tell A Friend button, 94–105, 97–102, 262
using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
TellAFriend project, 95–105
templates for sketching, 76
Tender Support service, 330
TESS database, 33
test ad mode (App Store), 135
test device for in-app purchase, 163–64
test driving. See beta testing
testimonials, 298–302, 313
testing app
importance of, 188
provisioning, 206–20
multiple profiles, 219–20
wildcard App IDs, about, 216–19
Things app, 73, 83
third-party clients, developing for, 10
third-party content, licensing, 52–53
third-party marketing consultants, 346
third-party social gaming platforms, 142
Three20 framework, 53
3D Rollercoaster Rush, 32, 118
timing out features, disallowed, 111
Tipulator app, 16
<title> tag, 248, 265
toLowerCase() function, 276
tool tips, 192
toolbars
button icons, 86
colors for, 85
Top App Charts web site, 26
Top In-App Purchases list, 155
Touchgrind app, 72
tracking advertising campaign success, 373
tracking app sales, 341–43
tracking app usage, 233–37
tracking user subscription, 154
tracking web site traffic, 251–52
trade secrets, protecting, 45–47
trademarking app names, 33
trademarks, 42–44
Apple’s, avoiding, 53
traffic to web site, tracking, 251–52
trailer. See video trailer
transferring data to paid versions, 121–24
Traveling Classics, 141, 259
trial apps, disallowed, 108, 111
trial versions. See free versions of apps; lite
versions of apps
Trism game, 1
trying to use competitor apps, 29
TSGTwitterEngine library, 103
Tweet Push app, 154
TweetBlast campaign (example), 363
TweetMeme, 264
24/7 press room, 352–53
Twitpocalypse event (2009), 94
Twitter, 281–90
customizing profile, 284–87
gaining followers, 282
keywords and hashtags, 287
lists on, 289
retweet appeal, 288
reusing tweets on Facebook, 293–95
Twitter (continued)
sending app recommendations with, 102–5, 262
2Do app, 262, 317
Type field (In-App Purchase items), 161

UI
UI. See interface design
UIAlertViews as feedback prompts, 91
UIImage for prototypes, 79
UIKit framework, familiarity of, 83
UIWebView for HTML help, 197–206
uninstalling, rating apps when, 28, 91
unique identity for app, 35, 72, 254–56
icons and images for, 85
uniqueness of app names, 327
unlocking built-in content, 175
untapped markets, 12–14
updating apps, 338, 369–71
uploading app to App Store, 334
Urban Airship, 180
URL, transferring data via, 121–24
URLs, keyword-friendly, 250
U.S. Copyright Office, 41
U.S.-only intellectual property protection, 40
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 43
usability testing
importance of, 188
provisioning, 206–20
multiple profiles, 219–20
wildcard App IDs, about, 216–19
usage analytics, 233–37. See also sales statistics
user interface. See interface design
user reviews
of competitor products, 26–29
outside App Store, 28
list of app review sites, 354
obtained when deleting app, 28, 91
one-star reviews, avoiding
common pitfalls, 187–91
in-app help, 191–206
prompting recommendations to others, 94–105, 262, 280
using in-app email, 97–102
using Twitter and Facebook, 102–5
prompting users for, 91–94, 189
Utility Application template, 198
utility apps
lite vs. premium versions, 113
screenshots for, 317

V
verifying transaction receipts, 178
version number, identifying, 328
video demos, as help, 195–96
video trailer, 243, 358
at app web site, 259
uploading to Web, 260
VideoEgg network, 134
videos, instructional, 193–95
viewport (Mobile Safari), 273
<viewport> tag, 273
violation of intellectual property rights. See intellectual property, protecting
viral licenses, 53
virtual 24/7 press room, 352–53
Vischeck web site, 87
voice-over for video trailer, 245
Voices app, 363
Volkswagen, product placement by, 368
volume of sales, importance of, 111, 124

W
wallpapers, designing, 270
warranty disclaimers, 54
web site domain name registration, 34, 247
web site for app, 245–72, 329
adding to press releases, 351
compatibility with Mobile Safari, 272–79
contact information, 268
cross-promotion from, 269
customer support, 191, 268, 329
downloadable extras, 269
elements to include, 252–72
app brand identity, 254–56
Facebook page, 291
for finding audience, 271
infrastructure for, 246–52
blogs vs. custom sites, 246
good domain names, 247
search engine optimization, 248–51
tracking site traffic, 251–52
leveraging social media, 262
posting press releases on, 353
submitting to reviewers, 358
web sites for iPhone news, 354
What’s New description, 338
Where To? app, 258, 260
White on Black mode, 86
WHOIS database, 34
width attribute, <viewport> tag, 273
wildcard App IDs, about, 216–19
winning awards, 371
writing articles about development, 372. See also blogging
writing help documentation, 197–206

X
Xcode projects
adding StoreKit.framework to, 164
configuring for distribution, 321
Xcode’s iPhone Simulator. See iPhone Simulator
Xcode’s Utility Application template, 198
XML Sitemap file, 250

Y
Yappler web site, 26
Yardley, Greg, 127, 234
YouTube
for instructional videos, 193
uploading video trailer to, 260

Z
Zendesk, 37